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In spin ice materials, frustration takes place on the 

pyrochlore lattice and the so-called ice rules which require 

two spins to point inward and two outward for each 

tetrahedron.

These constraints support an extensively degenerate 

ground state and ensure the local conservation of magnetic 

fluxes described as a coarse-grained divergence-free

condition, categorizing the spin ice ground

state as a Coulomb spin liquid by analogy with Maxwell’s

electromagnetism, where excitations take the form of

classical magnetic monopoles. 



2012 CMD Europhysics Prize Winners
Steven Bramwell, Claudio Castelnovo, Santiago Grigera, Roderich Moessner, Shivaji Sondhi

and Alan Tennant

"for the prediction and experimental observation of magnetic monopoles in 

spin ice"





OUTLINE

 Magnetic Monopoles and Dirac  Strings

 Frustrated Magnets and Spin Ice state 

 Emergent “Magnetic Monopoles”

 Bilayered crystal of  “Magnetic Monopoles”



Electricity

Polar molecules

(electric dipoles)



Magnetism 

Pierre Curie in 1894 proposed magnetic monopoles



Electricity “true” dipoles

Magnetism “point” dipole



Electro- and Magneto-statics 

Divergence free field



Fields

Scalar Field  associates a scalar value in a subset of space:

Temperature, Pressure,  Charge etc.

In common life : Oil fields, Gaz fields, Corn fields

Vector Field  associates a vector value in a subset of space:

Electric, Magnetic, gravitation, stress etc.

In common life : wind, traffic,  rivers, pipes



Vector Fields



Maxwell Electrodynamics



Dirac 1931:   “The most powerful method of 

advance that can be suggested at present is to 

employ all the resources of pure mathematics in 

attempts to   perfect and generalise the 

mathematical formalism“ . 

“This result is too beautiful to be false. It is more important 

to have beauty in one’s equation than to have them fit 

experiment.”  P aul Dirac

http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/133/821/60.full.pdf



P.A.M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 133, 60 1931

Under these circumstances one would be surprised if 

Nature had made no use of it.



Passing trough a Solenoid of 1 meter with H= 250 Gs

Monopole gain energy 500 Mev

Search for Monopole





Grand Unified Theory

(Théorie du Tout)



Magnetic monopole

In 1974 G. 't Hooft and independently A. M. 

Polyakov showed that magnetically charged 

particles are necessarily present in all true 

unification theories.

These theories predict the same long-range field 

and thus the same charge g0 as the Dirac 

solution; now, however, the near field is also 

specified, leading to a calculable mass.



Lorentz medal



Dirac string

Videos illustrating why Dirac’s strings do not obstruct electrons

trajectories:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYBqIRM8GiY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgAK9JDZ-q4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYBqIRM8GiY


Dirac pointed out that the magnetic field 

generated by a magnetic monopole would 

be undistinguishable by the one generated 

by an infinitely thin solenoid (now called 

Dirac string) running from the monopole to 

another monopole of opposing charge (or to 

infinity !). 

What's the Dirac string?



Spin Ice and Frustrated magnets

Definition: Frustration arises when it is impossible to satisfy all 

interactions on the  lattice at the same time.



Pyrochlores;Symmetry  of R  Site  in R2T2O7

2x Tb-O1  2.19 A

6 xTb-O2  2.51 A



Pyrochlore compounds R2T2O7

Fd-3m

R3+ rare earth ion on tetrahedra lattice

T nonmagnetic 3d ion    



Spin Ice Dy2Ti2O7

M.Harris, S Bramwell. Nature 399 (1999) 311 & A.P.Ramirez et al, Nature 399 (1999) 333

Cooling of Spin ice in field takes longer than without it



Residual entropy of Ice. 

Pauling entropy  

Third law of thermodynamics requires all substances 

to have zero entropy (S=0)  at T = 0 K. 





Water Ice and Spin Ice

Oxygen

proton

If ferromagnetic interactions, 

the ground configuration is 

« two in – two out » spins


Similar to ice ground state:

« two close – two far » protons

with zero point entropy 



Ice Rules in a tetrahedra



Sip Ice as a Coulomb phase

Review:  Christopher L. Henley. The Coulomb phase" in frustrated systems



Coarse Graining and LR correlations



Pinch   points in Coulomb phase



Pinch   points in Coulomb phase



6-vertex model



Топология

наука которая может найти общее в том в  чем 

нет ничего общего

наука которая изучает свойства пространств, 

которые остаются неизменными при 

непрерывных деформациях.



Топология



6-vertex model

spin-iceFE



6-vertex model

spin-iceFE



Emergent phenomena











Including dipole interactions the defects interact 

Castelnovo, Moessner, Sondhi, Nature, 451, 42, 2008













VIP Neutron  DIFFRACTOMETER (5C1) 
LLB 

80°x25°,    λ=0.84 Å 



VIP Neutron  DIFFRACTOMETER (5C1) 
LLB 

Yb2Ti207 2 K, 1T
V~60mm3

3500 steps of 0.1°
Exposition 4 sec/frame

951 reflections observed

526 (R-1)> 3σ





Spin Ice under Magnetic Field
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Double layered monopole structure and structural 

distortions.



CEF+ Anistropic exchange+Tetragonal Distortion

Quadrupolar Interaction

Jahn-Teller 





Double layered magnetoelectric monopole structure and 

structural distortions.



Conclusions 
L. D. C. JAUBERT AND R. MOESSNER. Phys. Rev. B91  214422 (2015) 

 magnetoelectric coupling can lift the degeneracy of a 

spin ice by creating interactions between topological

excitations. These excitations condense into a 

bilayered monopole crystal, a nontrivial example of 

“magnetic crystallography.”

 New additional, ferroic, degree of freedom will bring a 

newflavor to spin ice and spin  liquids, both at 

equilibrium and dynamically





Magnetic ordering

 Antiferromagnetic

 Ferromagnetic



Monopole  deconfinement in 2D (NxN size)

Topological defect (traffic jam) stops N cars but don’t 

interrupt traffic  of majority of them (NxN-N) 



Monopole  deconfinement in 2D

Topological defects can disappear if the wrong car will manage to leave 

the city or make closed loops due to the speed fluctuations;



Dipolar Spin Ice  (DSI)









Residual entropy is the difference in entropy between 

disordered and ordered state at  absolute zero.  

S=Rln(2) S=0

Residual entropy of Ice. 

Pauling entropy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_zero

